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Tendinopathy Discrimination by Use
of Spatial Frequency Parameters in
Ultrasound B-Mode Images
Gregory R. Bashford*, Senior Member, IEEE, Nicholas Tomsen, Shruti Arya, Judith M. Burnfield, and
Kornelia Kulig
Abstract—The structural characteristics of a healthy tendon are
related to the anisotropic speckle patterns observed in ultrasonic
images. This speckle orientation is disrupted upon damage to the
tendon structure as observed in patients with tendinopathy. Quan-
tification of the structural appearance of tendon shows promise in
creating a tool for diagnosing, prognosing, or measuring changes
in tendon organization over time. The current work describes
a first step taken towards this goal—classification of Achilles
tendon images into tendinopathy and control categories. Eight
spatial frequency parameters were extracted from regions of
interest on tendon images, filtered and classified using linear
discriminant analysis. Resulting algorithms had better than 80%
accuracy in categorizing tendon image kernels as tendinopathy
or control. Tendon images categorized wrongly provided for an
interesting clinical association between incorrect classification of
tendinopathy kernels as control and the symptom and clinical time
history based inclusion criteria. To assess intersession reliability of
image acquisition, the first 10 subjects were imaged twice during
separate sessions. Test-retest of repeated measures was excellent
        	
    with one outlier) indicating a
general consistency in imaging techniques.
Index Terms—Classifier, image analysis, tendinopathy, tendon,
ultrasound.
I. INTRODUCTION
STRUCTURAL organization of connective tissue is influ-enced by its functional role and the presence of pathology
[1]. Tendons are designed to transfer loads from muscle to bone,
hence their primary organization is in the form of a parallel array
of collagen bundles that are aligned in the direction of the ten-
sile force [1]. This structural design is evidenced on ultrasound
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images in the form of an anisotropic speckle pattern [assuming
an isotropic imaging point spread function (PSF)], consisting
of parallel striations with longer correlation length in the direc-
tion of the collagen bundles than in the direction normal to the
collagen bundles. This characteristic pattern makes the tendon
easily distinguishable from other tissues. Trauma, arising from
an excessive rate or magnitude of loading, can disturb the unique
pattern of collagen bundle organization [2], [3]. Clinically, this
can lead to the development of a tendinopathy as evidenced by the
presence of pain and functional limitation for periods longer than
six weeks, without relief from anti-inflammatory medication.
The accompanying disruption of tissue organization results in a
more isotropic speckle pattern, with visual analysis suggesting
reduced organization of the parallel striations and localized
regions of hypoechogenicity [4]–[7]. It has been shown that
changes in ultrasound radio-frequency (RF) spectra may be used
to indicate damage in equine tendon [8], and discriminate age in
human tendon [9]. In addition, changes in ultrasound RF spectra
with insonation angle in bovine tendon have been reported [10].
To date, methods for computationally quantifying the amount
of disorganization, using ultrasound, between persons with and
without tendinopathy have not been published. Quantification
of this structural appearance through ultrasound promises to be
an exceptional tool for diagnosing, prognosing, or measuring
changes in tendon organization over time or in response to an
intervention. In this paper, we propose a classification algorithm
based on linear discriminant analysis (LDA) of several param-
eters derived from the spatial frequency spectrum. The goal of
this work is to implement and test the classifier on a group of
subjects experiencing symptoms consistent with tendinopathy
compared to a control group.
Ultrasound RF data [11]–[15] and image texture analysis
[16]–[20] have been used extensively to classify tissues for a
variety of applications. The outcome of these analyses varied
based on the ability to classify signal and/or image patterns, no-
tably speckle structure. The main requirement for implementing
a classification algorithm is measurable order in the underlying
scattering structure. If the subresolution scatterers comprising
tissue are located randomly, the speckle pattern will depend on
the physical properties of the transducer and the beamforming
parameters rather than the tissue structure [21]. For anisotropic
scattering media, the correlation length of the speckle pattern
will change depending on the orientation of the scatterers to the
transducer [22], and may indicate underlying order of the tissue.
Previous attempts to classify tissue often used parameters
derived directly or indirectly from the second-order statistics
0278-0062/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE
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of the speckle pattern. Some of these functions include the
co-occurrence matrix [23] and the spatial autocorrelation [22].
Methods using the frequency dependence of the backscatter
power spectrum have also been applied [24], [25]. The autocor-
relation function is related to the squared norm of the Fourier
spectrum through the Wiener–Khinchin theorem, and thus
methods using the Fourier transform have also been studied.
Tuthill et al. [26] proposed a quantitative method using param-
eters derived from a moment analysis of the spatial frequency
spectrum. Differentiating healthy from abnormal tendon tissue
using this approach was found to be possible. Later, Liu et al.
[27] derived a generalized theory for relating 2-D ultrasound
signal spectra to the microstructure of tissue.
In clinical applications such as surgical repair or rehabili-
tation, quantifying the level of tendon structure disorganiza-
tion would be advantageous for comparison of tissue health
over time. This study aims to extend the results of previous re-
searchers by using a conventional classifier algorithm, in partic-
ular linear discriminant analysis (LDA), on parameters derived
from a filtered version of the spatial frequency spectrum.
Motivation for this study originated from visual inspection of
thespecklepatternofahealthy tendoncontrastedwith thespeckle
patternof subjectswithsymptomscharacteristicof tendinopathy.
Healthy tendon structure observed in ultrasound images results in
acharacteristicbandedanisotropicspecklepatternwith increased
correlation length in the lateral dimension. It was hypothesized
that these patterns would be marked by a spectrum with stronger
magnitude components and narrower spatial bandwidths, near
the fundamental frequency of the light-dark pattern, as compared
with speckle patterns observed on damaged tendon. It was also
hypothesizedthatspatialfrequenciesobservedwithinhealthyand
unhealthy tendons in ultrasound images would vary sufficiently
to enable use as a method for discriminating and categorizing
between such groups.
LDA is a method for classification of data by finding the linear
combination of features (discriminant functions) that best sep-
arate two or more classes of objects [28]. This tool can be used
when the underlying probability distribution of the parameters
are not known, and is useful as an initial classifier if the data
do not suggest otherwise. For the present study, the two classes
were defined to be those subjects reporting tendinopathy and a
control group. Since the underlying speckle pattern may indi-
cate damage in the tendon, it was hypothesized that separating
tendons recorded from persons with and without tendinopathy
might be accomplished through parameters derived from the
spatial frequency spectra obtained from the two groups. Our
objective, therefore, was to identify parameters from the spa-
tial frequency spectrum that would increase accuracy of distin-
guishing between normal and abnormal tendon structure using
LDA, with a long-term goal of providing a tool that can be used
to quantify the degree of tendon health.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Subjects
Twenty males (age 20–40 years) with and without Achilles
tendinopathy were recruited for this study. Subjects were di-
vided into two groups determined by the presence or absence
of Achilles tendinopathy (Tendinopathy group: ; Con-
trol group: ). Achilles tendinopathy was confirmed via
a clinical history of Achilles tendon pain lasting a minimum
of six weeks and the presence of pain in the Achilles tendon
with palpation and walking [29]. Achilles tendinopathies were
likely of traumatic origin as all participants were young and ac-
tive without history of systemic collagen disease.
B. Procedures
The Institutional Review Boards at the University of Ne-
braska-Lincoln (UNL), the University of Southern California
(USC), Los Angeles, and Madonna Rehabilitation Hospital,
Lincoln, NE, granted approval for this study. Ultrasound im-
ages were gathered at USC. Informed consent was obtained
from all subjects prior to the data collection in accordance with
the IRB protocol. A questionnaire was administered to each
individual scanned, for clinical history purposes and to identify
subjects with diagnosed tendinopathy or other pathology. The
same sonographer (S. Arya) scanned bilateral Achilles tendons
for all subjects. B-mode ultrasound images were acquired with
a commercial ultrasound scanner (Sonoline Antares, Siemens
Medical Solutions USA Inc., Malvern, PA). A small-parts
transducer (VFX 13–5 linear transducer, 11 MHz center fre-
quency) was used with the musculoskeletal (MSK) preset,
corresponding to a depth of 3.0 cm, with transmit foci of 1.0
and 1.5 cm. Care was taken to adjust the angle of the transducer
for each image to ensure that the resultant image provided the
brightest appearance of tendon structure thereby minimizing
the possibility of introducing a position artifact [30]. The first
10 subjects recruited were imaged twice, on separate days, to
assess intersession reliability of the imaging parameters.
C. Image Analysis and Parameter Extraction
The scans were digitally stored on the ultrasound machine
as scanner-compressed JPEG intensity images, and the image
data were imported into MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA)
for frequency analysis. Custom MATLAB code was created to
allow for the selection of a region of interest (ROI) for each
image analyzed. The ROI was selected by measuring 1.0 cm
from the most proximal visible point of the calcaneous, using
this point as the bottom left ROI polygon vertex. The ROI was
a user-defined polygon with arbitrary number of sides. Within
the ROI, 32 32 pixel kernels were extracted. Every possible
kernel contained within the ROI boundary was used (see Fig. 1).
The kernels were allowed to overlap; that is, processing was
done with a sliding window rather than block windows.
The individual kernels were processed in the following
manner. First, to increase frequency resolution, the data were
zero-padded in both dimensions to a 128 128 size. Second,
to suppress low spatial frequencies within the kernel, a 2-D
highpass filter was applied with radial frequency response
(1)
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Fig. 1. Example ROI polygon selection. Upper left shaded portion indicates upper left vertex of all 32  32 kernels within the ROI. Complete shaded portion
indicates union of all kernel pixels.
TABLE I
SPATIAL FREQUENCY PARAMETERS
where is a user-adjustable bandwidth parameter. The half-
power cutoff frequency of this filter is
(2)
The rationale for highpass filtering is as follows. We have
found that applying no highpass filtering or weak highpass fil-
tering results in greater errors in the discrimination algorithm,
since the peak spatial frequency (Parameter 1 in Table I), is
almost always at or near the spectrum origin (zero-frequency)
without filtering. Central to this algorithm is the ability to de-
tect the presence of a strong spatial frequency component not
located at the spectrum origin. In the present study, two different
values of are considered: 5.0 (corresponding to a cutoff fre-
quency of 0.25 mm ) and 1.0 (corresponding to a cutoff fre-
quency of 1.23 mm ). After visual inspection of many tendon
images and spectra, we have seen that strong frequency compo-
nents between about 1.5 and 2.5 mm are common in asymp-
tomatic subjects.
After processing, eight parameters from the spatial fre-
quency spectrum were extracted. The parameters were chosen
after visually comparing many images between asymptomatic
subjects and subjects experiencing tenalgia. As noted in Sec-
tion I, one of the distinguishing features of an asymptomatic
subject is a strong spatial frequency component corresponding
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Fig. 2. Example image kernel and spatial frequency spectrum. Left, typical 32  32 pixel kernel within the Achilles tendon of a control subject. Right, spatial
frequency spectrum obtained by taking the 2-D FFT of the left image. Note the strong spatial frequency components around 2.0 mm  .
TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES USED IN ANALYSES
to the anisotropic speckle bands observed in the images. It
is important to note that the individual bands do not corre-
spond to individual fibrils, but rather to a coherent sum of
reflections from many fibrils. In contrast, the speckle pattern
from subjects experiencing tenalgia exhibits greater disorga-
nization manifested in a more isotropic frequency spectrum.
An example kernel and spatial frequency spectrum is shown
in Fig. 2. A description of the image parameters along with
calculation instructions is shown in Table I. Six of the eight
image parameters were chosen in an attempt to capture the
difference between the strong-amplitude, narrow-bandwidth
features observed in normal subjects and the comparatively
weaker-amplitude, broader-bandwidth features observed in
subjects with tendinopathies. The other two parameters were
chosen to be the same as those suggested by Tuthill et al. [26].
D. Algorithm Formation
An matrix was formed where each of the eight columns
was a parameter, and each of the rows contained an observa-
tion of the eight parameters extracted from one of the image
kernels. Training sets and testing sets were formed by vertically
concatenating matrices from appropriate subjects. The larger
matrices were entered into custom LDA code obtained from the
Mathworks user group website [31]. The resulting discriminant
functions were used to categorize the test kernels as belonging
to the tendinopathy group or the normal group.
Two experimental variables were adjusted in the set of ex-
periments performed (see Table II). The first variable adjusted
was the highpass filter setting discussed
previously. The second variable was the discriminant parame-
ters included from Table I. A batch process was implemented to
test all possible subsets of the eight parameters by a combina-
torial analysis. The best parameter subset was judged to be that
which gave the highest average true classification percentage in
the main diagonal of the confusion matrix. In addition to these
variables, one additional experiment tested classification accu-
racy using a quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA), in which
the decision boundary may assume a hyperquadric surface, to
determine if the parameters are better separated along nonlinear
boundaries.
For each experiment, a traditional leave-one-out (LOO) anal-
ysis was performed. In this procedure, a single subject com-
prises the test set, with the remaining subjects comprising the
training set. This step is repeated with each subject. The aver-
aged results were used to form a confusion matrix. The confu-
sion matrix is a representation of the summation of all correct
kernel categorizations from the 10 control subject tendon im-
ages and the 10 tendinopathy subject tendon images over the in-
correct kernel categorizations. A percentage of the kernels cat-
egorized correctly or incorrectly for each group results. Addi-
tionally, for each experiment the individual subject results were
examined for consistency and possible anomalies.
III. RESULTS
A. Experiment 1: Eight Parameter LDA, = 5.0
The first experiment performed used all eight parameters and
a highpass filter value of = 5.0. The results are shown as a
confusion matrix in Table III.
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TABLE III
CONFUSION MATRIX OF LOO ANALYSIS FROM LDA WITH     
TABLE IV
CONFUSION MATRIX OF LOO ANALYSIS FROM LDA WITH     
Fig. 3. Individual subject results from LOO analysis with      using LDA. Left group (1 to 15), controls; right group (5 to 23), tendinopathy.
B. Experiment 2: Eight Parameter LDA, = 1.0
In the second experiment, the filter value was changed to 1.0,
which attenuates the lower spatial frequencies to a greater de-
gree. The results are shown in the confusion matrix in Table IV.
An example of the individual subject results is shown in Fig. 3.
C. Experiment 3: Eight Parameter QDA, = 1.0
In experiment 3, the same settings and procedures as de-
scribed in the second experiment were used except QDA was
substituted for LDA. The results are shown in the confusion ma-
trix in Table V.
D. Experiment 4: Optimized Parameter LDA,
For experiment 4, custom code was written that tested all
combinations of the eight parameters that were extracted from
spatial frequency information from each image kernel. All com-
binations were tested to find the optimum grouping of param-
eters for the greatest accuracy in categorization of images. The
results indicated that using five parameters led to highest accu-
racy: peak spatial frequency, P6 Width, Q6 Factor, Mmax, and
Mmax Percent (parameters 1–5 in Table I). The results in the
confusion matrix are shown in Table VI.
E. Intersession Reliability Experiment
To assess test–retest (intersession) reliability, a compar-
ison of classification results derived from Achilles tendon
images recorded during two separate sessions by the same
sonographer was performed for a subgroup of 10 subjects
. New ROIs were
selected from each of the separate session images at a fixed
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TABLE V
CONFUSION MATRIX OF LOO ANALYSIS FROM QDA WITH     
TABLE VI
CONFUSION MATRIX OF LOO ANALYSIS FROM OPTIMIZED PARAMETER LDA WITH     
Fig. 4. Comparison of Imaging Session Data.
distance of 1.0 cm from the calcaneous by the same sonogra-
pher (SA) who selected the first set of ROIs. An adjustment to
the LOO analysis was made by using a test set consisting of
both images from the same subject (two imaging sessions). The
training set included the image data from all other subjects. The
new analysis was tested on the image kernels from both session
images. The results are displayed in Fig. 4. Except for subject
3, the repeatability is observed to be very good. The intraclass
correlation [ICC(2,1)] without subject 3 is 0.73 [with subject
].
IV. DISCUSSION
The overall purpose of this research was to develop an algo-
rithm, based on LDA, which could be used to accurately clas-
sify and quantify the degree of tendon fibril organization, or the
lack of, evident in ultrasound images. To date, the degree of dis-
organization has primarily been described qualitatively using
phrases such as “localized regions of hypoechocity” or “dark-
ness” to convey the presence of pathology. Our goal was to
develop a classification system which did not rely, solely, on
human observation. To accomplish this goal, we selected for
comparison tendons from two groups (those with tendinopathy
and asymptomatic controls) which were expected to differ no-
tably in organizational structure. The overall level of accuracy
in differentiating between the two groups was greater than 80%,
suggesting that this is a promising technique for classifying
tendon structure by image analysis. Slight increases in classifi-
cation accuracy were observed by varying the filter and number
of parameters used, but none of the results of experiments 1–4
were significantly different from one another.
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Moreover, the kernels of individual images were categorized
correctly more than 80% of the time. Only a few of the images
were categorized with low accuracy. Consistently within our ex-
periments, the tendon images from subjects 3, 9, 20, and 21 were
categorized with low accuracy regardless of the experimental
variables used to create the algorithm for testing these images.
One factor that may have contributed to the incorrect classi-
fication of subjects was the presence of underlying pathology
that was not discernable through the clinical history and
symptomatology. It is likely that the degree of pathology
present in the tendons of subjects classified both as control
and especially tendinopathy groups actually encompassed a
spectrum of tendon health conditions, and therefore a range of
spatial frequency characteristics. To determine the actual level
of pathology present in the tendon, further work comparing
findings from a histopathological analysis of harvested tendon
tissue to those obtained from our image analyses is required.
However, insights can be gained from further analysis of the
clinical histories of subjects whose tendons were “incorrectly”
classified. Specifically, subject 20, an individual presenting
with symptoms consistent with tendinopathy, was classified
as having a relatively small portion of tendinopathy kernels
(ranging from approximately 3%–8% across techniques). This
subject reported onset of symptoms only four months prior
to imaging. Similarly, subject 21, who also presented with
symptoms consistent with tendinopathy, was classified as
having a relatively small portion of tendinopathy kernels during
the analysis (ranging from approximately 30%–44% across
techniques). This individual had been experiencing sporadic
Achilles tendon pain for only 1.5 years prior to the imaging
session. With the exception of subject 23, who had also expe-
rienced pain for approximately 1.5 years prior to imaging, all
other subjects with tendinopathy had longer histories of tendon
pain ( years, years, years,
years).
The duration of time tendon pain is present may relate to the
amount of change taking place within tendon fibril structure.
Complete changes in the tendon fibril structure may not have
fully taken place in subjects 20 and 21, leading to the possibility
that images of these subjects correlate more closely to control
subjects than to the tendinopathy subjects for which they were
initially grouped because of the pain.
It is also possible that disruption of tendon fibril organization
may exist (such as xanthomas), yet a patient will not demon-
strate clinical symptoms (e.g., pain, swelling). For example, the
algorithms classified subjects 3 and 9 in the control group as
primarily having kernels associated with tendinopathy, yet they
did not clinically present with this diagnosis. Finally, error in
image acquisition could have contributed to this categorization.
Collectively, the paradoxical findings reinforce the need for sub-
sequent research relating tissue histopathology to findings from
the algorithm analysis of tendon structure as well as analyses of
images from repeated measures.
For intersession reliability, the results suggest that except for
subject 3, images from both sessions were categorized consis-
tently. The reason for the modest increase in accuracy is thought
to be due to the new ROI selection protocol. The ROIs used in
the intersession experiment were defined to be a specific dis-
tance from a known body landmark and encompassed a smaller
area of the tendon image than the ROIs used previously. The
results show that the image protocol was consistent in imaging
subjects. This conclusion is true in all cases except in subject 3
who was categorized wrongly by the original algorithm. Further
study into the clinical background and correlation of subject im-
ages from different sessions shows promise in greatly increasing
the accuracy of categorizing tendon through the creation of a
modified algorithm.
Based on the current findings, a number of future directions
for this work may be suggested to improve the accuracy of the
algorithm classification. Possible strategies include developing
additional spatial frequency parameters, testing alternative
classifiers such as neural nets or soft computing techniques, and
evaluating additional clinical groups, such as runners or spinal
cord injury subjects. Additionally, validation of algorithm
classification to histopathological findings of select tendon
tissues may provide valuable insights for refining the algo-
rithms. Also, instrumentation designed to combine the method
proposed here with detection of angle-dependent echogenicity
suggested by Garcia et al. [8] may prove especially helpful
in detecting and quantifying mechanical damage to tendon.
Finally, experimenting with methods of image acquisition may
shed additional light on the issue.
V. SUMMARY
The development of an algorithm for classification of tendon
tissue into two groups has been successfully demonstrated
through the use of spatial frequency parameters and LDA.
Several changes in experimental variables led to an algorithm
with greater than 80% accuracy in categorizing tendon tissue
between tendinopathy and normal tendon groups. Correlation in
categorization was observed through comparing images taken
from different imaging sessions, suggesting that the algorithm
was consistent within the same tendon and that the algorithm
was robust across imaging sessions. Improved accuracy was
observed within the image session comparison experiment, and
reasons for this increase are currently being investigated and
allow for a wide direction of future investigations. Additionally,
potential confounding clinical factors (e.g., the duration of
pain) were identified that provide fruitful ground for further
research. This work presents the first in a series of steps to
allow for more accurate classification and quantification of the
degree of tendon disorganization. Future work will focus on
improving classification accuracy and validation of classifica-
tion via histopathological confirmation.
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